0. Although the two-variable main conjecture for imaginary quadratic fields has been successfully proven by Rubin [R] using brilliant ideas found by Thaine and Kolyvagin, we still have some interest in studying the new proof of a special case of the conjecture, i.e., the anticyclotomic case given by Mazur and the second named author of the present article ([M-T], [Tl]). Its interest lies firstly in surprizing amenability of the method to the case of CM fields in place of imaginary quadratic fields and secondly in its possible relevance for non-abelian cases. In this short note, we begin with a short summary of the result in [M-T] and [Tl] concerning the Iwasawa theory for imaginary quadratic fields, and after that, we shall give a very brief sketch of how one can generalize every step of the proof to the general CM-case. At the end, coming back to the original imaginary quadratic case, we remove some restriction of one of the main result in [M-T]. The idea for this slight amelioration to [M-T] is to consider deformations of Galois representations not only over finite fields but over any finite extension of Q p . Throughout the paper, we assume that p > 2.
(i) L~~ is the Katz-Yager p-adic L-function (which interpolates p-adically
Hurwitz-Damerell numbers) projected to one branch of the anticyclotomic line of the imaginary quadratic field M; (ii) H is the characteristic power series of the congruence module attached to M (and the branch in (i)) constructed via the theory of Hecke algebras for GL(2)/Q; (iii) Iw~ is the characteristic power series (of the branch in (i)) of the maximal p-ramified extension of the anti-cyclotomic Z*-tower over M.
Once these divisibilities are assumed, the proof is fairly easy: Under a suitable branch condition, we know from the analytic class number formula that the A and /^-invariants of G and Iw~ are the same and hence (1.2) Iw~ -L~ up to a unit power series as the anticyclotomic main conjecture predicts.
Strictly speaking, the equality (1.2) is proven in [M-T] and [T] under the assumption that the class number of M is equal to 1. In fact, if the class number h of M is divisible by p, we need to modify (1.1) as (1.3) h -L~\H\h -Iw~ for the class number h of M.
In [M-T] , the second divisibility assertion: H \ Iw~ is proven under the milder assumption that h is prime to p but there is another assumption that the branch character ip of L~ must be non-trivial on the inertia group I p at p. We will prove the divisibility (1.3) outside the trivial zero of L~ (if any) without hypothesis in Appendix.
2. In this section, we deal with the generalization of the first divisibility result: L~~ \ H in the general CM case. The second divisibility: H \ Iw~ will be dealt with in the following paragraphs. To state the result precisely, we fix a prime p and write the fixed embeddings as i p : Q -> Q p and ^ • Q -* C. We consider Q as a subfield of Q p and C by these embeddings. Let F be a totally real number field with class number h(F) and M/F be a totally imaginary quadratic extension whose class number is denoted by h (M) . Let c be the complex conjugation which induces the unique non-trivial automorphism of M over F. We assume the following ordinarity condition:
Ordinarily hypothesis All prime factor p of p in F splits in M.
Thus we can write the set of prime factors of p in M as a disjoint union S U S e of two subsets of prime ideals so that *# £ 5 if and only if q? c £ 5 C . If a is the number of prime ideals in F over p, there are 2 a choices of such subset 5. Such an S will be called a p-adic CM-type. Considering S as a set of p-adic places of M, let E be the set of embeddings of M into Q which give rise to places in S after combining with t p . Then S U S o c is the total set of embeddings of M into Q and hence gives a complex CM-type of M. Hereafter we fix a p-adic CM-type S and compatible complex CM-type S. Let G be the Galois group of the maximal p-ramified abelian extension Mô f M. Then we fix a decomposition G = G tor x W for a finite group G tor and a Z p -free module W. Let K/ty ). Let M~(A_) be the subfield of Mf ixed by Ker(a). Let M5(A_)/M~(A_) be the maximal p-abelian extension unramified outside S. Naturally X s = Gal (M 5 (A_)/M""(A_)) is a continuous module over Z P [[H] ] of H = Im(a). We consider the A_-branch of X s defined by where O(A_) is the O-free module of rank one on which G tor acts via A_. Once we are given a p-adic CM-type 5, we have the following 3 objects as in the imaginary quadratic case:
(i) The A_-branch of the projection L~ of the Katz p-adic L-function L £ On[ [G] ] to the anti-cyclotomic tower M~(A_); (ii) The congruence power series H £ A attached to the A-branch of the nearly ordinary Hecke algebra of CM-type 5; (iii) The characteristic power series Iw~ of X 5 (A_) in A.
Note that Ker(a) contains G + = {x £ G | exc" 1 = x} and we can realize the quotient G/G + inside G by the subgroup of commutators [x,c] 
The following conjecture is obviously motivated by (1.1):
This conjecture is known to be true if F = Q, p > 5 and the class number h(M) of M is prime to p under a certain branch condition.
First, let us explain the definition of L~. Although we will not make the identification with the power series ring due to the lack of canonical coordinates of W, we may regard any element of A as a p-adic analytic function of several variables. There are two different ways of viewing $ G A as an analytic object: For G = G or W, let X(G) be the set of all continuous characters of G with values in (J p . If one fixes a Z p -basis (w t ) of W, then each character P G 3t(W) is determined by its value (P(wi)) E D r , where
In this way, we get an isomorphism: Then for any point P G £(W), A P = P o A» : G -> Q p is a p-adic character of G. When X P is the avatar of an A 0 -type Hecke character, we say that P is arithmetic (this notion of arithmeticity is independent of the choice of A). Let c denote the complex conjugation in Gal(Q/F) and write X c (x) = A(ca: 
) with totally positive determinant and z = (z a )<y € j G ft 1 is a variable on the product of copies of upper half complex planes f) 1 indexed by /. For each open compact subgroup V of the finite part of the adele group GL 2 (F A ), let S k)V (V) be the space of holomorphic cusp forms / of weight (&, v) defined in [HI, §2] . Namely / is a function on GL 2 (F A ) satisfying (F) and ueV x C, where C is the stabilizer of
, which is isomorphic to the product of the center (= (R x ) 7 ) of GL^F^) and 5O 2 (R) 7 .
We can associate to / and each finite idele
It is easy to check that f t satisfies the automorphic condition: 
Z&F c(tJ t )exp(2iciTr(tz))
with c(£,/ t ) = 0 unless f > 0 for all a £ / (cuspidality).
Let Z) be the relative discriminant of M/F and let c and 9t be the integer ring of F and Af, respectively. As the open compact subgroup V, we take the group V a given by
where r is the integer ring of F and c = lim t/Nt is the product of I-adic completion of r over all primes 1. Here note that a(£yd, f)(^dy)^ is an algebraic number which is considered to be a complex number via the fixed embedding of Q into C. When a(y, f) is algebraic for all y with y p = 1, / is called algebraic (this is equivalent to asking that c(£,/*) are algebraic for all t). We consider the union S(Q) of all algebraic forms of all weight (&, v) 
/ I T a (x)(g) = E,/(^).
Since we have taken the average of right translation of / on a double coset, we can check easily that T a (x) is a linear operator acting on S k>v (V Q ) . Especially the action of T(u) for u (E t* factors through (t/p a t) x . Similarly, the center FJ acts on
{P) = {u e t x I u = 1 mod Dv and u p = 1}.
Thus S ktV (V a ) has an action of the group G = Z x t£ and Hecke operators T(x). The group G is a profinite group and we can decompose (Dp a ;Q) . Then basic known facts are (see [H2] ):
In fact, the union S ktV (Voo) = U a S k>v (V a ;"Q) of all algebraic modular forms of weight (k,v) is dense in S and thus the algebra h k)V (Dp°°;O) can be considered as a subalgebra of End(S') topologically generated by x~vT(x) and it is independent of (k,v). Now we can remove the suffix (k,v) i.e., the standard L-function for GL(2) x GL{2) attached to the tensor product of automorphic representations spanned by 0(X P ) and 0{ji Q ) c \ (0(X P ),0(X P )) is the self Petersson inner product of 6(X P ) and c(P, Q) is a simple constant including the modifying Euler p-factor, Gauss sums, V-factors and a power of 7T. The integer m(P) is given as follows: Write the infinity type of X P as £ and ra ( 4. Now we explain briefly how one can show the other divisibility: H \ Iw~ by using Mazur's theory of deformation of Galois representations. We keep the notations and assumptions introduced above. In particular, we assume the ordinarity hypothesis and fix a p-adic CM-type 5. To the pair (5, A), where A is a given character of G tor , we attached a congruence module, with characteristic power series H. On the other hand, let ¥«, be the maximal abelian 
(X~) = X s ®z p [u tOT ] ^(^~) °f Xs is nothing but
Iw~. Then the precise result, we can obtain at this date is as follows:
( (ii) If F = Q, this ideal is contained in P\A.
ii) If M is imaginary quadratic, then H divides h(M)Iw~ in £)[[W]] unless
The outline of the proof of Theorem 4.1 runs as follows. Let us fix a prime P of height one such that the restrictions of A and A c to D p are not congruent modulo P for all prime p in F over p (by Lemma 4.2, this gives no restriction when [F : Q] > 2). We consider the complete discrete valuation ring Ap with residue field k(P) and look at the residual representation
given as the reduction modulo P of the induced representation p 0 of A* : Gal(Cj/M) -> A x . By the choice of P, A ^ A c mod P, hence /> 0 is irreducible. The main step in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is to relate X S (X~) <8>A Ap to a module of Kahler differentials attached to some deformation problem of ~p 0 over Ap. Since k(P) is not a finite field, the study of this deformation problem, though very similar to the one made by B. Mazur in [M] , is slightly trickier. To define this problem, we need to introduce some notations. Here (i) '«' denotes the strict equivalence of representations, that is, conjugation by a matrix in GL 2 (A) congruent to 1 modulo m^.
(ii) The phrase 'finitely continuous' means that there exists a A-submodule L in A 2 of finite type stable by p generating A 2 over Ap. The reason for this definition instead of usual P-adic continuity is that Ap is not locally compact for the P-adic topology, but II is even compact. This notion of 'finite continuity' does not depend on the choice of the lattice L by the Artin-Rees lemma. We can extend this notion of finite continuity to any map u of II to an A-module V requiring that u having values in a A-finite submodule L in V and the induced map u : II -> L is continuous under the m-adic topology on L. This generalized notion will be used later to define finitely continuous cohomology.
By using the fact that ~p Q is induced from a finitely continuous character:
x , it is not so difficult to check by Schlessinger's criterion the following fact:
Theorem 4-3 The functor 5 is pro-represent able; that is, there exists a unique universal couple (R',p f ) where R' is a local noetherian complete A P -algebra with residue field k(P) and
Comments a) The 'continuity' property p' enjoys should be called 'profinite continuity', meaning that for any artinian quotient tp : R' -> A of R\ <p o p' is finitely continuous. There is also an obvious notion of profinite continuity of maps from II to any Ap-module.
b) It is natural to ask for the pro-representability of this problem starting from an arbitrary irreducible finitely continuous representation ~p Q . The answer is not known in general because of the lack of a cohomology theory adapted to finite continuous representations and subgroups of GL 2 (k(P)). Such theory is available when k(P) is a p-adic field, due to Lazard [L] , and allows us to give a positive answer in this case. See Appendix below.
In fact, the universal ring we need is smaller than R'. It will pro-represent a subfunctor $ s of 5 requiring local conditions at primes of F above p (these conditions involve the choice we made of a p-adic CM-type S). We call this problem the S-nearly ordinary deformation problem of ~p 0 . One can deduce from Theorem 4.3 that 5s is pro-represent able. We denote by (i? 5 ,/9 5 ) the corresponding universal couple. Let us define a Ap-module 2ffj> by
where L is the quotient field of A. Then ffi P is the injective envelope of k(P). We consider the algebra R S [W P ] = R s © 2U P with 2Up = 0. One can consider, by abusing the notation, $ s (Rs[%3p] )' Namely $ s (Rs[%Bp] ) is a set of profinitely continuous deformations of ~p satisfying the above conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Since II is topologically finitely generated, by the profinite continuity, p has image in a noetherian subring R m = R s [P~mA P /A P ] for sufficiently large m. Thus we have a local A-algebra homomorphism <p p :
We also define Sect A (Rs[$Bp]/Rs) to be the set of continuous sections (under the m Hs -adic topology) <p : R s -> i2 s [2U P ] as i2 5 -algebras whose projection to 2Up is contained in P~mA P /A P for m sufficiently large. We put 3/ 2 (2Hp) = {x e M 2 (2Up) | Tr(x) = 0}, which is a module over II under the action: ax = p s (x)xp s (x)~1. We consider the cohomology group J7 1 (n,6/ 2 (2Up)), which is the quotient of the module of profinitely continuous 1-cocycles on II having values in sl 2 (P~mA P /A P ) for sufficiently large m modulo usual coboundaries. In fact, for each p (K) ) is surjective. Here C H C ' indicates the continuous cohomology. We see easily that u(a) = (a -l)m if and only if (1 ©m)" 1 /?^ © m) = p (i.e., p is strictly equivalent to />, which is the 'zero' element in S (K[e] )). By this corollary, when F = Q, it is sufficient to consider only ordinary Hecke algebras instead of nearly ordinary Hecke algebras and only ordinary deformations instead of nearly ordinary deformations. To make this fact more precise, let M/Q be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant D satisfying the ordinarity hypothesis: p = ^ptp c . We also assume that p > 5. Let L (resp. L*) be the maximal abelian extension of M unramified outside <p (resp. <p c ). Let G cw = Gal(L/Af) and G* cw = Gal(L*/Af) and W cw (resp. W* w ) be the maximal torsion-free quotient of G cw (resp. G* cw [G] . Thus we only worry about height one primes P (in A_) of residual characteristic 0. We take iV/Q to be the ray class field of M modulo p and consider the Galois group n as in Theorem A.I. Let K be the quotient
